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From an esoteric point of view your birth chart is a portrait of your soul's intention for this lifetime,
the lessons to be learned, qualities to develop, problems to be resolved, service to be rendered.
From that perspective, the choices one makes in one's daily life have reverberations that may last
beyond even this lifetime.

This report is written to help you clarify your lessons and goals, illuminate your struggles, and
encourage you to move in the direction of your true purposes.

The best to you on your journey...

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

Sun 21 Sag 32 Pluto 16 Sco 30
Moon 3 Can 30 N. Node 17 Aqu 58
Mercury 8 Cap 50 Asc. 8 Cap 12
Venus 1 Aqu 55 MC 2 Sco 27
Mars 26 Sco 47 2nd cusp 18 Aqu 58
Jupiter 7 Can 40 3rd cusp 0 Ari 19
Saturn 13 Cap 28 5th cusp 26 Tau 45
Uranus 4 Cap 39 6th cusp 17 Gem 23
Neptune 11 Cap 20

Tropical  Placidus   Standard time observed
GMT: 13:36:00 Time Zone: 5 hours West
Lat. and Long. of birth: 40 N 19 46 75 W 57 56

Aspects and orbs:
Conjunction : 5 Deg 00 Min      Trine    : 4 Deg 00 Min
Opposition  : 5 Deg 00 Min      Sextile  : 3 Deg 00 Min
Square      : 4 Deg 00 Min      Quincunx : 3 Deg 00 Min
Conjunct Asc: 3 Deg 00 Min Above : 5 Deg 00 Min Below
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Chapter 1
The Moon

The placement of the Moon in your birth chart is very significant from a karmic perspective, as it
indicates the accumulated karmic tendencies, both positive and negative, that you carry from your
past incarnated experiences on earth.

While the Sun reveals your intended purposes and lessons for this present life cycle, the MOON
represents what you have already done and developed, hence, what is instinctive and natural to you,
and what you tend to do over and over again. Your childhood is also reflected in the Moon's
placement, as it is through those childhood circumstances that any unresolved past-life issues are re-
stimulated. Your subconscious predisposition is indicated by the Moon's position. It is the psychic
imprint of the past. The nodes of the Moon describe behavior patterns from the past, as well as
delineating a direction out of outworn or overdone behaviors and habits.

Moon in Cancer:

You instinctively respond to stress by retreating, withdrawing to protect yourself, or if at all
possible, by avoiding the trouble altogether. Exquisitely sensitive to the psychic and emotional
currents around you, and acutely alert to nuances and indications of potential threat, you are apt to
"run for cover" when emotionally challenged.

A strong home base is vital to your sense of security, well-being, and ability to function smoothly
in other areas of your life. You have an intense aversion to disharmony in your home or family
circle, and separations between family members affect you profoundly, and permanently. (It has
been said that elephants, women, and anyone with the Moon in Cancer NEVER FORGETS). For
good or ill, your relationship with your mother, and the emotional tone of your earliest years, is all-
powerful in your life. Whether or not you recognize it consciously, your attachment to her is very,
very strong. Often there are elements of mutual dependency or a blurred sense of boundaries
between the two of you. You are apt to have been "mama's girl" or "mama's boy", and the normal
developmental thrust to push away in order to establish yourself as an individual in your own right
may have been an especially hard transition for you, or accomplished incompletely. (Sometimes,
also, it is the father and not the mother who bonds with and nurtures the child, and who is thus the
object of attachment discussed here).

The need for mother and mothering is so deep-seated in you that as an adult you may seek this
type of relationship with your mate, or friends, or spiritual mentor. Many a Moon in Cancer person
is drawn to the Goddess aspect of the divine or to a female teacher they refer to as "Mother".
Becoming a mother yourself may be a fierce longing in you, too, for you also have the capacity to

give the support and tenderness you hunger for yourself. (Even some men with Moon in Cancer
confess a particularly poignant, wistful envy of women's ability to conceive, birth, and breast feed
their children. When they are being really honest they also admit that they are incredibly jealous of
the baby at times! If you are one of those men, you may take comfort in the fact that your maternal
instincts and ability to nurture your children are at least as good as any woman's and probably better,
as this moon position indicates many female lifetimes and much past experience as mother and
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nurturer).

While parent/child relations are enormously important to you, it would be wise for you not to
direct your entire emotional focus on your children or to rely solely on them to satisfy your great
yearning for emotional closeness and union. You have a tendency to smother.

Emotional dependency is a major concern of yours, and you are apt to struggle against regressing
into babyish behavior and being too needy. Your subconscious wish to be taken care of is deeply
ingrained. At times you may attempt to completely deny these powerful feelings (and, once again, if
you are a man society's dictates prohibit them), but this is apt to backfire on you. It is most desirable
for you to learn healthy ways to care for yourself and how to be close to people without clinging or
setting up your partner to be a parent - substitute. Until you establish your own inner center and
your own individual identity, worry, anxiety, and feelings of insecurity may be emotional habits of
yours. However, even at your finest, you will probably always be a rather moody creature, with
fluctuating emotions and a constant ebb and flow of feeling, ups-and-downs. For you, emotional
balance means knowing how to ride the waves, rather than aiming for some tranquil, unchanging
state.

Moon Opposition Uranus:

In your incarnational past there was a great deal of upheaval and sudden change, possibly
precipitated by political or social shifts. You were forced to choose between your home and all that
was familiar, versus freedom or your ideals. You became very adaptable, living moment to
moment, and there was very little of a solid, enduring home-base. You lived a somewhat
unorthodox and unpredictable life which, while insecure and uncertain in many respects, did afford
you a lot of freedom and wild adventures. (The pattern of frequent change, movement and upsets in
the home may or may not have been repeated early in your current life).

The carry over from that time into the present is a peculiar, emotional excitability and a highly,
restless emotional state which at times can lead to extreme nervous strain and exhaustion. Along
with this is a craving for stimulation and a taste for the new, bizarre, even perverse. You may feel
that you were not meant for a "straight", conventional, tranquil existence, even if you long at times
for the comforts such a lifestyle seems to provide. A desire for total emotional freedom and release
from past conditioning and inhibitions may compel you to make a nearly-total break from your
family or heritage, to the point of adopting a new name, religion, or lifestyle than the one you were
raised with. All of this may serve you well - to a point. Beware, however, of becoming an extremist
and trying to rid yourself of everything in your past, "throwing the baby out with the bath water" so
to speak, as this will cut you off from important aspects of yourself.

This urge for emotional freedom and excitement can also interfere with your establishment of
deep, ongoing relationships. You fear being trapped in monotony and boredom if you commit
yourself to a permanent relationship. Any long-term relationship you form must have a lot of
personal space and room to change and to be spontaneous.
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When out of balance you can become very ungrounded and are prone to emotional swings.
Positively, you can be very inspired, musically or artistically or in other ways. When balanced you

have a great sense of rhythm, and your spontaneous intuitive insights and impulses are apt to be
right on the mark.

Moon Quincunx Venus:

You have a great capacity for and one might even say craving for tenderness, devoted love,
family belonging, and the sweetness of shared domesticity. Your marriage and your children may
well be the focus in your life, but this arena is not apt to be completely harmonious. You have
conflicting urges when it comes to satisfying your erotic love feelings. What you want and what
gives you pleasure in love may be at odds with what makes you comfortable or secure. Your ability
to give and receive love freely may be inhibited by messages you received or experiences you had in
childhood, or you may feel conflicting loyalties between your parents and family of origin verses
your mate or lover. Or, perhaps, your identification with your role as parent interferes with your
lover-relationship with your spouse. Along with this is a tendency to become overly "close" and
dependent on family. On another level, you are apt to have a lazy, pleasure-loving side that enjoys
being pampered and is disinclined to real effort and self-discipline.

A habit of doing things the easy way, and a certain passive desire to be taken care of, may
develop. Also, quite possible is an addiction to sweets, and thus an ongoing weight problem.

North Node in Aquarius:

In your incarnational past you developed your own strengths, creativity, and individuality. Your
growth direction now is to concern yourself more with making a contribution to the good of the
whole, and using your strengths and creativity for the larger common good.

North Node in 1st house:

When in close partnership with others you tend to fall back into the old patterns. Your partner or
partners in life may pull you back into that old way of being.

Moon Conjunct Jupiter:

Previous lifetimes of wealth, ease, and abundance translate into your present life experience as a
deep subconscious belief that there is always plenty and that you will always be taken care of. You
have great faith in life's essential bounty and you basically expect to have a good time. From this
springs your emotional charity and generosity, but also possibly a certain laxness and improvidence
which can contribute to certain problems stemming from self indulgence, a disinclination for
strenuous effort, or a belief that the gods are always looking out for you so you do not have to do it
yourself! You may depend solely on divine intervention or just plain good luck.
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Devotion to a religious path was also a significant part of your incarnational past. Quite possibly
you were a figure of considerable importance and influence, such as the abbot of a large monastery
or the equivalent in whatever culture or religion this experience occurred. Thus, it feels natural for
you to care for many people, to draw a large family circle around yourself, and to reach out, protect
and share yourself with many people, as you have in the past.
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Chapter 2
The Sun

The Sun in your birth chart represents the primary creative thrust for this lifetime, those qualities
you are to develop (or further develop) and express, and your current life focus. This may be in
harmony with your instincts and your emotional habits, or along completely different lines. The Sun
represents your conscious identity in this lifetime.

Sun in Sagittarius:

Your path of soul development in this lifetime involves seeking and seeing the big picture, and
your ability to intuitively perceive the interconnectedness of things in a larger pattern. You are
driven from within to get an overview and to search for universal laws and principles, whether this
is expressed as a compelling urge to travel and see the world, a keen interest in religion, philosophy,
or other systems which purport to explain "how it all fits together", or simply a restless urge to
experience as much of life as you can, (in order to get as much of the whole picture as possible).
This propensity to see things as a whole rather than focusing on the component parts, is one of your

gifts. An example of this might be an interest in "holistic" medicine, which acknowledges the
interconnection of spirit, mind, and body, and treats the whole person rather than focusing on one
diseased part of the anatomy. Or, perhaps, being able to see society as a whole, and thus what future
directions or trends are likely. At the least, it enables you to keep a sense of perspective and a sense
of humor when "little things" go awry. Being innately attuned to a larger framework and feeling
yourself to be a part of it gives you a sense of confidence, and faith that "everything will be all right
in the long run". It also inclines you to take risks, to gamble, to try your luck, because instinctively
you know that there is something larger than yourself buoying you up (whether or not you
conceptualize it as life or God or something else). This gives you a certain leeway to play with life,
to take chances.

At times, however, you can be so enamored of your abstract vision, your view of the whole, your
intuitive sense of possibilities and potentials, that you miss what is right in front of you, including
the actual work involved in realizing that vision, or perhaps the real people that might be effected.
Your astuteness in the realm of understanding principles and having the broad view is sometimes
matched by your ineptness and insensitivity when it comes to understanding and relating to
individual people. You tend to invest much in your belief system, your convictions, your
philosophy, and your ideals. Your challenge is practicing what you preach, doing something with
your vision, and tempering your candor and truthfulness with compassion for people's limitations.
You also need to guard against a certain laziness or sloppiness regarding details, taking the easy

way, or depending too much on luck.

Your drive for enlarging your horizons and expanding your understanding of life is often
accompanied by a great need for personal freedom and space, and a horror of being trapped, limited,
fenced in, or confined in any way at all. There is something spirited and free and untamable in you,
and for you to be happiest you must feel that there is some adventure in your life, opportunities to go
places (literal or otherwise) that you have never gone before. The unknown, the untried, the yet-to-
be explored beckons you, and being tethered to a routine or having to stay within certain known
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boundaries (budget, location, diet, curriculum, whatever) goes against your grain. You can discipline
yourself, but discipline that is imposed is hard for you to accept. Though often times you seem to be
"luckier" than most people, self-discipline is a crucial key to your success, otherwise, you can easily
get side-tracked from realizing your goals in life by all of the other interesting possibilities, and your
curiosity about the road not taken. At your worst, you will procrastinate, and dream about all of the
glorious things you will do in the future, and fanaticize about "how wonderful it will be" without
attempting to bring any of these dreams to fruition. Behind this is a fear that the "real-thing" will not
be as grand as the dream, and that your talent or potential is not as great as you imagine. However,
you may well be a late bloomer in life. After having a wide variety of experiences and numerous
adventures, you are more apt to settle down and give your all to a single meaningful pursuit.
"Meaning" is the key word here. Deep within, and whether or not you think of yourself in this way,
your life is really about a quest for meaning and this is what fuels your restlessness and your
curiosity. Discovering the meaning behind the lesson, the purpose and the opportunity for growth is
ultimately your true focus in this lifetime and bringing that meaning into fuller expression in the
world you share with others.
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Chapter 3
Rising Sign

The point that was on the eastern horizon at the moment of your birth is called the
ASCENDANT, or rising sign. While the Sun describes your conscious direction and current life
focus, and the Moon your subconscious predisposition and past, the Ascendant indicates a way of
being that transcends and embraces past, present, and future. It describes the way you engage and
merge with the outer world and how you bring through into life the energies depicted by the Sun, the
Moon, and the rest of your birth chart. Everything is filtered through the Ascendant from an esoteric
point of view. It indicates your soul's function and thus a key part of your destiny.

Capricorn Rising:

Hardheaded realism, earthly pragmatism and a concern for outward form or reputation colors
your entire life expression. You are ruled by Saturn, planet of time, old age, and maturity, as well as
of pruning, discipline, and restriction, the archetype of the Crone or the Seney, the old man. Thus,
you possess the impersonal detachment and worldly understanding of an elder, even in youth. You
will have to cultivate flexibility and moisture (in your body as well as in your thinking) in order to
offset your natural tendency toward dryness and/or rigidity and stiffness. (Since you are Saturn-
ruled, the section on this planet later in the report is especially relevant to you).

Esoterically, mastery of the world of form and the ability to physically manifest and embody
spirit is a key to your soul function.

Mercury Conjunct Asc.:

A thinker and a communicator, the use of your mind, your voice, your words are key elements of
your contribution to life. Like Hermes, god of messages and messengers as well as of thieves and
tricksters, you are also a bridge between people and ideas.

Neptune Conjunct Asc.:

You are a sensitive, one who sees, feels, and "knows" through intuition, empathy, and a
perception of the subtle. Your entire life is colored by your imagination, spirituality, idealism - or
fantasy. You must cultivate discrimination, meticulous honesty with self and others, and learn to
ground yourself in order to express the highest side of your sensitivity. If instead you choose
escapism and avoidance or evasion of real mundane life, you rob yourself of a fully -embodied life
and others of the good you could do. Energetically you tend to over expand and to absorb others'
energies. Choosing atmospheres that vitalize and nourish you are thus extremely important, as is
learning to set emotional and psychic boundaries in order to deflect unwanted influences. There is
something chameleon-like about you; you can take on many different personas. Your identity is not
a solid thing. You may enjoy acting, making music, making art as an expression of your dreams.
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Chapter 4
Saturn, Your Achilles Heel

Karmically considered, the placement of Saturn in your birth chart indicates where your energetic
blockages, weaknesses and fears lie, and the areas of your life where the most concentrated effort
and discipline will be required to master and overcome them. Yet it also points to the aspects of life
which can become your greatest strength if you are willing to face your fears and difficulties
honestly, and work with them patiently.

Saturn in Capricorn

The quality which is most likely to undermine you is your propensity to be very judgmental and
hard on yourself (and on others as well). It is as if there were within you a very stern, exacting
Father, always critically assessing your actions and condemning your weaknesses or mistakes,
urging you to grow up and take responsibility for yourself and reminding you that life is serious
business, not a playground. While this is not entirely without merit, it is hard to live up to these
internal standards all of the time, and a sense of inadequacy, of never quite making the mark, can
plague you. You can become overly responsible, overly conscientious and depressed by this
burdensome state of mind. Coldness, cynicism and a callous worldliness are negative potentials.
And if you project these attitudes outwardly, you will find other people can never meet your

expectations.

A karmic link to your father with whom you are apt to have a rather difficult or distant
relationship is also indicated. The test or lesson for you is to learn to embody all of the positive
attributes of a father (regardless of your own gender), while also having compassion, humor and
forgiveness towards yourself.

Saturn in 1st house:

You tend to get tied up in knots when it comes to presenting yourself to the world, and it is
frequently difficult for you to express yourself (the person you feel yourself to be inside) without a
great deal of editing, censoring, or "polishing the goods". As a result you may seem rather stiff and
self-controlled but even if you do not, even if you seem quite spontaneous and open, you are apt to
feel a definite barrier between yourself and the outside world. In many ways you take yourself too
seriously, particularly in your concern about how you come across, what impression you are making
and how you impact others. Your orientation to life in general is apt to be serious, possibly too
much so. You are very aware of your own flaws, and also of your duties and responsibilities. All of
this can add up to a certain heaviness which you project onto life at times. The above description of
your particular areas of difficulty or struggle are very much on the surface for you, others see them
because you identify strongly with those very characteristics.
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Saturn Conjunct Mercury:

Your mind is serious, deep, and critical. Basically pragmatic and conservative in your thinking,
you require concrete, empiric evidence to justify a belief.

You can be very one-sided in your thinking, full of doubt, disbelief and skepticism which
effectively filters out any information that might enlarge your view of reality. Mental habits that can
severely limit you are pessimism, harsh or exacting perfectionism, and a kind of superior judgmental
attitude toward those who are less intellectually discriminating than yourself. On the other hand,
you may worry that others are more intelligent than you are. On a social level, you may find it
difficult to make amiable, superficial chit-chat, and may unintentionally keep potential friends,
allies, and opportunities at bay. At its worst, severe shyness or a kind of social phobia may develop.
Problems with speech or hearing, and an inner reluctance to communicate or listen are also

possible. Consciously using humor, comedy or "laugh therapy" on a regular basis would be very
beneficial to you, lightening your mental burdens considerably. Listening to light, playful flute
music, bells or chimes can also be helpful. The development of a basically positive, optimistic
philosophy of life would enable you to lessen the effects of a mental patterning that is frequently
intolerant, overly cautious, or fearful.

The wearing of sapphire can help activate the more positive qualities here: mental concentration,
depth, focus and clarity.

Saturn Conjunct Neptune:

Your psychic antennae seem particularly sensitive to the pain of the world, and you are apt to
take your spiritual and moral responsibility to respond to this very seriously. However, you carry a
pattern of absorbing and taking on the burdens and suffering of the world, and because of this you
may struggle with pessimism and discouragement, periodically becoming overwhelmed.
Furthermore, your imagination tends to amplify these problems so that your view of reality can be
rather sorrowful. It is important for you to learn to use your imaginative faculties constructively, and
also to recognize that many of the nebulous worries you have are unfounded.

Past incarnations as monk, nun, ascetic, or ashramite during which a worldly life was considered
antithetical to inner development or progress toward God continue to influence you. You may be
hampered in your material progress by devoting yourself entirely to the spiritual life. A persistent
desire to retreat from the world and leave all superficial distractions behind stems from this also.
One of your karmic lesson is to integrate the inner or spiritual life with your ordinary existence.
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Chapter 5
The Hard Aspects

The following is a description of your MAJOR LIFE CHALLENGES, both in terms of energies
you are to learn to develop and express in a positive way, and those which are the result of struggles
and unresolved karmic issues which you have brought into this life.

Mercury Opposition Jupiter:

Forging a link between your conscious intellect and your super-conscious or higher mind is a
major focus for you in this lifetime.

This may be felt initially in a number of ways: an urge to expand mental horizons and absorb as
much knowledge as possible through broad study or world travel, an attraction to spiritual
philosophy, or simply as mental restlessness and dissatisfaction with the mundane details of life.
What you are seeking is to see the larger pattern, an overview which gives both an integrated

understanding and meaning to one's experiences. This cannot be apprehended solely through the
conscious intellect, but comes through the capacity to intuit and make connections and see patterns.
This desire to see the big picture sometimes translates as a certain sloppiness or imprecision in your
thinking. The broad brush strokes are often enough for you. Also, you quickly grasp the overall
idea or concept and do not want to get bogged down with the particulars.

You tend to focus on what is possible (the limitlessness of potential) rather than what already is.
Optimistic and open-minded, you see reasons why things could happen rather than why they

cannot. The development of this kind of faith and the belief in things not yet realized is also an
aspect of your linking your conscious mind to your higher mind.

The ability and the calling to communicate truth is a part of this energy pattern as well. When
out of balance you can be preachy, exaggerate what you know, or think you know it all. Channeled
positively and productively, you could evolve into a teacher who brings parts of the world together.
Long distance communication and journeys (both in the physical, outer world and in the inner

realms) are part of this aspect. At your finest with this particular pattern, you will act as a mediator
or bridge between different places or realms.

Mercury Conjunct Uranus:

Your unusually inventive, creative, restless, and original mind can have both advantages and
disadvantages. If you can balance or overcome tendencies toward extreme restlessness and going
off on mental tangents, you have gifts of a creative genius, inspiration, and a direct awareness of
truth which is apt to descend upon you like lightening, in terms of suddenly seeing the solution to
some problem or grasping an idea without needing a methodical explanation. You simply have an
intuitive "knowing" about something. You can be a channel for new information and ideas. A
certain rebelliousness and dislike of formality and "tradition for tradition's sake" is an aspect of your
mental patterning which may prevent you from taking advantage of the wisdom of the past. Often,
you will "reinvent the wheel", or make changes simply for the sake of change, not necessarily to
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improve upon the old but because in your mind "new" or "different" is superior to the past. Your
mind is very future oriented and progressive but one way this manifests is in a kind of nervous,
erratic, unsettled way of being which is always moving on, unable to be present or stay put.

Centering meditations and other techniques you find helpful to calm and stabilize you are
necessary on a regular basis. Regular contact with the earth, through gardening or walking for
instance, can be very helpful also. The development of a regular rhythm and routine, daily rituals
which give continuity and a form of stability, are also enormously helpful.

Stones that promote feelings of peace and sooth the nerves include rose quartz and jade.

Others that may benefit or inspire you include clear quartz, larimar, and opals. Avoiding caffeine
and other stimulants may be necessary too, at least from time to time.

Mercury Conjunct Neptune:

Part of your purpose and challenge in life is to translate your particular vision and subtle
sensitivity into some form that speaks to others. You are attuned to the muse, whether you are a
musician, poet, artist, spiritual seeker, or a psychically gifted counselor. Your mind does not
function in a strictly logical, linear way and you may have difficulty ordering your life,
understanding boundaries, or functioning in a defined and reliable way.

Your mind functions primarily in the world of images which can be either a rich source of
creativity or a confusing maze of self-created fantasies. Learning to differentiate between dream
and reality is imperative. Mental clarity and self-discipline, strict avoidance of mind-altering
substances, honesty with self and others, and seeking feedback from an objective person when you
are feeling fuzzy or confused, is necessary in order to make the most of your gifts.

You are open to the phenomena of "channeling". At your finest, you will feel yourself to be a
channel or conduit for "magic" to happen, artistically or otherwise.

Mars SemiSquare Neptune:

Your masculine, yang, assertive energies combine (somewhat tensely and uneasily) with your
urge for transcendence, grandeur, and a life beyond the every day or material. This could be
expressed through you in various ways. At best you are an inspired creative genius with the drive
and need to physically manifest your dreams and visions. (This may, nevertheless, be hard on those
around you or the part of you that wants a normal, orderly existence, as you tend to become fanatical
and to ignore the more mundane stuff).

You may have a great deal of fantasy about and infatuation with masculinity, male power, which
can lead to feelings of personal inadequacy, sexual confusion, an overidentification with macho
strengths and values, muscles, competition, or simply an unclear relationship with men. You may
idealize the man (father, husband, son) and fail to perceive them accurately. You tend to go to
extremes, either denying all male attributes, functions or values, or secretly worshipping them.
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You may also have great aspirations and far reaching ambitions which may or may not be
practically realizable. However, for you, to live is to dream. Strive for complete honesty, with
yourself as well as others, because the downside of this pattern is a tendency to evade or deceive or
simply ignore what is. Also avoid the tendency to use either your physical strength or your sexual
power and charisma in an exaggerated way. Misdirection of these energies can weaken your vitality
considerably.

Ultimately you may be led to devote your strength and all your actions to something that
transcends personal gratification and personal desire, becoming a channel for a higher power to
work through.

Jupiter is Retrograde:

Moral concerns (including lingering unresolved issues stemming from a prior lifetime or
lifetimes in which you exercised poor judgment in moral, ethical, or religious matters) come into
play here. Thus, it is especially important for you to maintain high standards while pursuing your
aspirations.

Jupiter Opposition Uranus:

Part of what your present incarnation is about is being an instrument through which the "new" is
given birth into the world. You carry dreams of broad social and political change and/or a spiritual
awakening in the collective. Through your choices, beliefs and actions, as well as your very way of
being, you encourage these positive changes in the world around you. Still, from time to time, you
are apt to have difficulties with those who are invested in maintaining control, stability, order,
convention, or the status quo. Individualistic freedom is very important to you. You can not or will
not fit in to any formalized or closed system, be it the church, academia, or any other group you
consider rigid. Over enthusiastic zeal can also work against you at times.

Jupiter Opposition Neptune:

You are a visionary, a philanthropist, an idealist whose imagination knows no bounds. You
believe in miracles, in the reality of the intangible realms, and you KNOW that nothing is
impossible. Because your higher centers of intuition, spiritual vision, and openness to the divine are
very active, you accept and experience things many people would think quite impossible.

When out of balance with this energy (if, for instance, you are operating out of greed or
neediness), your imagination and expectations can be grandiose, impractical, naive, and overblown.
You may have difficulty accepting and working within the limits of mundane reality, and with
setting boundaries in many areas of your life. Escapist fantasies, gambling on highly speculative
ventures that promise great gain with little effort expended, or wandering far and wide without
grounding yourself anywhere are also tendencies when you are less emotionally and spiritually
mature. You will evolve as you choose to discipline yourself and FOCUS your intent on real,
concrete, practical ways. You can bring your vision to earth.
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Chapter 6
Soft Aspects

The following is a description of your GIFTS and STRENGTHS which can help you work with
your major life challenges. These are abilities and qualities of heart, mind, and soul which are quite
natural to you. You probably take them for granted. Because these represent the lines of least
resistance for you, you may rely too much upon them at times; hence, there are some cautions
suggested. Still, these are the areas where good flows into your life and/or where you have
considerable inner resources.

No trines or sextiles:

You are a person that thrives on challenges and your greatest gift may be your willingness to
work hard for what you have. While you take it for granted that effort, attention, and discipline are
necessary for success and happiness, others often complain when things do not come easily. This
allows you to succeed in the long run. If you ever allow yourself to feel overwhelmed by challenges,
to pity yourself, or be jealous of others who seem to have an easier path, then you need to shake
yourself loose from this indulgence and develop the inner strength and determination that are
beautiful and special qualities of yours.


